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 Eدوازد ،E1دمای1ان ب*دG ص>+ #Iاو #J�&K . E&BL'ر ب.8 وارد دا*M'&G ا'!.8 ا$.@&ن*. J' ،,Cب
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N.م ب&b'ب&ی, ا #A N/'&I [&ره&G ..�"&Cc #G Z< ب& یNM دو3& بh# ه& .  دیL $ ،#B# ه&#و +*ب ا
� '* زدی8G1A \ی . NJی,Q N$8 ا.! �� !.8 ادار] و   N$ا #G #.!ن ه&$ [ Ei B'ا N$اص< ا

\ روز] ی\ L K/1د] بG 8 SM# ی\ ا3*$&� *ن ادار] I*ر دY1.c# و دY1.c# ب&ز] رE ب.*ا' 8 ی
>G >8 اص SMب .#Bه&] دی&I درون ادارات، درون .  

� 3&ن ه1Jا] G,ام I&ه& 1Qارداد دارE؟ : -,�زادG1A &JA ا'# ب &ی# از*. $ N!G 8ه N?TA NSCی
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English translation:  
 
Hussain: Well, my name is Hussain. I was born in 1983. Then, I studied in Iran. I 
graduated from high school there. Then I couldn’t enter the Kancor [university entrance 
exam] there and go to university, so the rest of my education has been private. Now, it is 
four years that I have entered Kabul, and for sometime [he took a while] before getting 
used to Bazaar [market] in Kabul. I was harassed a bit. For a long time, I went down 
many paths, but I failed a lot. Until now -- now I am reaching some results; Inshallah, 
let’s see what happens after this. But still, a person should try, because if you don’t try, it 
won’t work. I have tried a lot; let’s see what happens.  
 
Shaharzad: Now, you are managing some place or working with computers, yes? 
 
Hussain: Almost. Knowledge about computers doesn’t require you to sit behind 
computers all the time. Sometimes, it is possible, it is necessary to sit behind computer 
desks, sometimes not. You don’t need to sit behind the computer. You have to do other 
related things. And it is good; it works. Now we have opened a new company with one or 
two of the guys. Actually this is our motive to bring progress to this administrative 
system, the old system of notebooks and paper. We want to form an administrative 
automation, inside the office, in other places.  
 
Shaharzad: Whom do you have contracts with? Can individuals come and buy from you 
or do you have contracts with the offices? 



Hussain: Most works are related to the sales. For sales, mostly the clients who come to us 
are doing this for personal work. But we do other things, activities beyond sales that 
consume most of our energy, that we do mostly with organizations and ministries and 
other things. Why? Because individuals with personal business never have big orders and 
we can’t spend our energy on small things, because we have high expenditures. If you 
think about it, in one month, the expenditures are four thousand, five thousand. The 
expenses of transportation, expenses… In short, with rent and other things, it adds up. 
Then one can not waste time and energy over small tasks that do not have outcome. You 
are made to do big orders. Big tasks involve risk, but with good management you can do 
it. Small tasks don’t work. Then you learn that you have to work with ministries, with big 
organizations and institutions. Of course, working with big organizations is difficult. 
Most of the companies that work with them are already specified, whether they have the 
quality, working quality or not. The good thing is that with ministries and governmental 
organizations, at least it is much better. At least there is the free competition. In free 
competition, you can win with more reasonable prices, with better work, get some work. 
But it is very hard with organizations.  
 
Shaharzad: Yes, you can compete. Because most of the bigger organizations came here 
two, three years ago and started and have connections with some other companies, right? 
 
Hussain: Well, yes, this is part of the problem. The other part is the problem that those 
organizations do not come to put things in a free competition. Then, if one person has an 
acquaintance, a friend or a comrade or somebody that they deal with, then they never deal 
with others. Even with a tenth of that price, one does it with a tenth of that quality. They 
never do it. Then you can see that specific people always deal with same companies. 
There are a few companies that I can name easily that are working with ISAF, but they 
neither have a good quality work, nor even have an understanding of  what the work is 
about. This is even not their profession. But then you look and see that they are supplying 
ISAF with mineral water. In front of their shops, cars unload mineral water or Rani (a 
fruit drink). Because it doesn’t make a difference (that these are computer stores); 
whatever it is, they take the contract and the money goes to their pocket. And a bottle of 
mineral water which comes to market for ten, fifteen rupees, they sell it for ten times that 
price. It is very difficult to work with this kind of people.  
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